Audio Art Tour

- A majority of the artwork on the tour can be found on the first floor
- The tour is accessible in any order
- Use your cell phone and look for a symbol next to any of the art listed on this brochure.
- Dial 650.257.5308 and follow the prompt.
- Enter the painting number, then the # key.
- There will be an opportunity to leave feedback, enjoy.

#101
Robert Harvey
Landy and Ester in Granada

#102
Hitoshi Nomura
The Analemma ‘91 - Noon

#103
Scott Hanson
Glory Days

#104
David Gilhooly
FrogFred’s Donut Cart

#105
Norman Zammit
Blue Burning

#106
Woodward Payne
Spring Prickly Pear II

#107
Alessandro Nocentini
River Farma

#108
Christian Burchard
Bowls
The Stanford Health Care Art Program is governed by an Art Commission comprised of 16 community members. The Commission is dedicated to enhancing the hospital environment by placing artwork throughout the hospital. The collection contains over 1500 pieces of original artwork and 3,000 prints.